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A bstract Time Master

In conjunction with the development of a Beam Size This circuit generates an arbitrary pattern of pulse-
- Monitor (BSM) for the Final Focus Test Beam (FFTB) at on 16 different channels (up to 266). lt consists of a 24-bi_

synchronous counter (binary) with a free running clock
SLAC, we have built a general purpose timing device with The output of this counter is converted to Gray Cod,_ to
capabilities useful for manv different applications. The minimize the transition errors to 4-1/2 least count. TheD

• Time Master consists of a fast clock, a large memory loaded resulting Gray Code is followed by a 24-bit word compara-
via a PC, and a time vernier (analog) with 8-bit resolution. tor. Pattern generation data (in Gray Code) are written
The Time Master generates an arbitrary pattern of pulses in consecutive locations of a 24-bit × 32 K (15 bit) pat-
oil 16 different channels (up to 256), with a resolution of tern memory (PAT MEM) via a PC. The content of this
1/2 s times the clock period. The clock content is stored in memory is then converted from TTL to ECL through a
another memory to measure the time of up to 16 channels, 24-bit TTL-ECL latch and is fed to the word compara-
with a resolution of 1/2 s times the clock period (frequency tor. The initialization and start of the pattern generation
is set at 50 Mhz), using a time-to-amplitude vernier. The is by a start command from the keyboard, or by an exter-
data stored in the memory is accessed via a PC. The depth nal pulse. When a word is recognized, a pulse is generated
of the memory for pattern generation is 15 bits (32767). and sent to a 15-bit memory address register (MEM ADD)
equal to the depth of the time measuring part, and triggers an 8-bit programmable delay unit (Time Mns-

The device is self-calibrating, simply by prescribing a ter Vernier). The MEM ADD is incremented each time a
pattern or, the output channels, and reading it into the word is compared. The delay data for each pulse is loaded
tmie measuring section The total clock length is 24 bits, to an 8 x 32 K menaorb' (VER MEM) via a PC. The full

scale setting of the, time vernier (programmable delay. AD
equivalent tc 334 ms of time at 50 Mhz frequency. There- 9500) is equal to the clock period. Output of the pro-
f,_r,- the resolution is of the order of 32 bits (i.e.. 24 bits grammable delay unit is sent to a 1-to-16 decoder, which
of ,:lock plus 8 bits of vernier) is addressed b_ an 8 x 32 K channel identification memor_

INTRODUCTION (CHID .ME.My Output pulses are available either in NIM

One of the requirements for the Final Focus Test Beam or TTL levels. The minimum pulse separation between
(FFTB) is the measurement of the beam size at the Final two successive pulses is 140 ns. limited by the dead tinw

Focus A method for doing this to submicron accuracy of the circuit
requires very accurate timing (fraction of nanoseconds) of Time of Flight (TOF)

long (hundreds of microseconds) time intervals. In order to As is shown in the Fig. 1 block diagram. TOF accepts
measure this time interval, we chose a method which has 16 different timing pulses (_,p to 256). and assigns to each
vet2, good linearity and a large dynamic range: i.e., the use timing pulse a channel ;_dentification number and tim,,, in-
of a high-frequency oscillator with a counter (Ref. 1). The formation The time information is expressed in a 24-bit
resolution obtained by this method is proportional to the Grab' Code. thus limiting the transition errors to 4- 1/2
oscillator frequency" (20 ns for 50 MHz). To obtain the high least count while latching data from a running clock "I-he
resolution required, we further subdivide the clock period rationale of using a Grab' Code and details of its generation
wit!J an analog time to amplitude converter, read by an are given in Ref. 1. The time data and channel identifi-
8-bit flash ADC. cation data are stored in a 24 x 32 K TOF time monlor_

The combination of a clock counter plus vernier has (TOF TIME MEM) and TOF channel identification mere-
the linear dynamic range of the counting method and the pry (TOF CHID MEM) respectively. "Weuse a time vernier
high accuracy of the analog method for a short range in- circuit to measure the fraction of clock period between a
terval (less than 100 ns) (Ref. 2). timing pulse and the following clock pulse plus one. Thi,

circuit consists of a time-to-amplitude converter and a_
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 8-bit high-speed Flash ADC (AD 9012, 10 ns conversio_J

The principle of operation and a simplified block dia- time, 1/2-bit LSB ]inearity). The digitized data are stor,_d
"" gram of the Master Timing and TOF module are presented in the TOF Vernier memory" (TOF VER MEM) The data

stored in the memor_ are accessed via a PC"in Fig. 1. As shown in the block diagram, it consists of two "
• separate sections, the Time Master and the Tmae of Fhght Prototype Board

• (TOF). The circuits described in this section have been A wire wrapped prototype of the Master Timi_g and
designed using predominantly ECL 10 KH components to TOF module was constructed, and consists of two boards
achieve good timing resolution and minimize propagation a Fast Bus size board to accommodate 165 IC's. and a

delay, small size board for TOF Vernier. In order to ensure opti-
mum performance, basic high-frequency design rules were-
used around ECL 10KH components, and especially for

-, Work supported by Department of Energy contract the TOF Vernier circuit that uses an ADg012 Fla_t_ AD("
DE-AC03-76SF00515. See Fig 2
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Figure 1. Principle of oper_tior, &nd simplifi_-d block dla-
gra.m of the Mazter Timing _nd TOF mc.,d,:l;
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Figure 2. Picture of Master Timing and TOF module show- _[_T__
ing wire-wrapped board. Vernier board, and interconnec- _
tions. ,_ (b)._
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1 Count--90 psTest and Performance _,
m c1=51 ps

The circuit has been tested using the Time Master
part and an external pulse generator. Fig. 3(a) shows tile "12

pulse separation distribution between two channels in clock my
count units. As expected only one bin is filled. Fig. 3(b)
shows the vernier distr;bution for the same sample; notice

e--

that the single channel sigma of the vernier data (o'1 = a_
31 ps) is the combina)ion of fluctuations from the Time

Master and from the qOF. The values of Sigma given are t.u _ l
the usual: o- = V/_- (,z)2the least count is 90 ps for 119 126
ali the data presented, In Fig. 3(c) the vernier difference
between two channels is histogrammed. In this case we Vernier Distribution (Counts)
ha_eer_ =°'zv/22. becau se we add two sigmas in q uadrature- I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I l I

Figure 4(a) shows the pulse separation distribution (c)
bet_een two channels, using an external pulse generator
We have mainl.v two bins filled, because the two pulses are 1 Count=90 ps
ral_donalv distributed with respect to the internal clock a2=75 ps

Figure 4(b) shows the vernier difference distribution
between two channels for the same data sample of Fig. 4(a).
Tl_ere are two different peaks, corresponding to the differ-
ent pulse separations.

Figure 5(a) shows the vernier distribution for one

channel, using the external pulse generator

d.V(v)/dv, I I 1 I 1 I I 1 I 1 1 1 1
where d.\'(t) is the number of the event, with a vernier
value within the interval [v.t+ dv]. This distribution -19 0

should be flat because the pulses are randomly distributed _,_ Vernier Difference Distribution (Counts)

with respect to the internal clock: Figure 3. Using Time Master circuit, distributions
d.V(t)/dt = C(C an arbitrary constant.) (1) of: (a) Pulse separation between two channel units of clock

where dN(t) is the number of events within the interval period; (b) Vernier for one channel (c)Vernier difference
it. t + dt]. between two channels.

Indeed, assuming that the vernier value is linear with
time: the time to a digital number. If we now integrate the

t:= K't. vernier distribution with respect to the variable vernier
"v," using (1), we obtain the relation between the time and

_,Vith K a relative constant by differentiation, we obtain: the vernier value "v" according to the following formulas:

dt = K" dt . / )
Substituting this in (1) gives: I(t) = d,Vtv)/dt • dt = C, dt(t') = 6-', t(t,) .

dN(t,)/dt = C/K . t, rnm vm|n

The deviationfrom a horizontallineisa measurement Figure 5(b) shows [(v). This function isused to remove

of ttke non-linearitv of the TOF system while converting the nol)-linearitv of the system, since we know tliat for eacl,
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Figure 6. Time versus Vernier using Time Ma.,ler and a
variable delay.
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Figure7. Using an external pulser, distribution of i alrim,.
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vernier value "'v" the correst-,onding "'true" till_,. >-

0 i t(,,) = I(_)/I(t'maz) ,
26 255 in clock units: with the conditions that t(rrnin) = 0 ar,,t

,0,,,, Vernier (Counts) ,o,, t(t, maz) = 1. The san1,_ non-linearity has be_.n nff-a.-,zr,.,J
Figure 5. Using an external pulser: (a) Vernier distribution by" using the Tim_ Master plus a variable d-la_ "l I_,-r,.-
of one channel: tb) Time versus Vernier function obtained suits are shown in Fig. 6 Th_ two methods z iv,. tt_,-sarx_,.
b_ integrating Fig. 5a. results, within rho errors. "[h_ non-linoarlt.v cal_ t,,. r,

moved, using rho calihratioli procodure, de>c:ril- .... i a},,,'.,



Figure 7(a) shows the histogram of the time difference less than 100 ps in measuring time in the range of 300 n.-
inot linearized) between two channels. The resolution is to 330 ms,at a clock frequency of S0 MHz.

,-r = 320 ps. Figure 7b shows, for the same data sample, ACKNOVCLEDGEMENTS
',he d_stribution of the linearized time difference. The re_-

c,lution in this case is improved greatly" with respect to the The author thanks Dr. F. Villa for helpful discussions
previous case. cr = 90 ps. We are measuring two different and technical assistance, K. Bouldin for assistance in the,
pulses so we can estinaate the absolute resolution by mea- construction of the unit, and Dr. S. Williams for writing
suring one pulse as a = 90 ps/v/2 = 65 ps. software to test the module. Special thanks to Dr. P. Rai-

• The measured resolution is constant within +10c7c for mondi for software support and data analysis
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